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Patterson nets 600 wins
Coach becomes fifth in NAIA history to accomplish feat
BY TREVOR KIGHT
& ANDREW NEEL
Greatness is admired by
many and achieved by few.
The great ones are set apart
not only by their success, but
by the road they travel to get
there.
On Saturday Paul Patterson became one of five
coaches in NAIA history to
reach 600 career wins, leading Taylor to a 71-57 victory
over Tri-State University.
“I’ve been fortunate to play
with guys who have been
passionate about basketball
done the right way,” Patterson said. “God has touched
hearts by what we’ve done.”
Patterson’s coaching success at Taylor is undeniable.
In his 27 years as the university’s head coach, Patterson
has received 12 coaching
awards while compiling a
nearly .700 career winning
percentage. He has been inducted into the NAIA Hall
of Fame as well as the Hall of
Fame of his alma mater, Hanover College.
In his time at Taylor, Patterson has led the Trojans to
a No. 1 national ranking and
an NAIA Tournament Final
Four.
Patterson’s greatest statistical feat, however, may
be the 10 straight seasons
his team finished with 25
or more wins. The streak
stretched from 1984 to 1994.
This is a feat achieved by
only three other schools.
These schools have been
from all levels of collegiate
basketball—UCLA, UNLV
and Lipscomb.
Although
Basketball
coaches across the country
know and respect Patterson’s
success on the court, victories and statistical accomplishments have never been
important to him. Instead,
the true measure of his success can be seen in the lives
of the individuals who have
had the honor of working
with him.
David Bireline, Taylor’s
athletic director since 1996,
treasures the one-on-one
conversations he has shared
with Patterson. He knows
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Patterson talks to his team during a timeout in Tuesday's game against Marian College. The Trojans won 57-48, bringing their record to 8-1 on the season. On Nov. 19,
Patterson won his 600th career game, joining only four other coaches in NAIA history to reach 600 victories. During his 27 years at Taylor, Patterson has won almost 70
percent of the games he's coached. He has received 12 coach of the year awards. Patterson has also led the Trojans to a No. 1 national ranking and an NAIA Tournament
Final Four. Patterson's ten straight seasons (1984-94) with 25 or more wins at Taylor is a feat achieved by only three other schools at any level of collegiate basketball—UCLA,
UNLV and Lipscomb.

the coach’s greatest desire is
not winning, but preparing
men for life after college.
“When you see the way
he interacts with the other
coaches [and] the mentoring of the younger coaches, I
think Taylor is extremely fortunate to have an individual
like this working at our institution,” Bireline said. “As
good of a coach as he is, he is
a better man.”
Patterson first came to
Taylor in 1979 after coaching
high school basketball for 14
years. His impact was immediate, improving the team’s
record each season in his first

seven years at Taylor. He
took the Trojans to a national
tournament five of his first 10
years as coach.
Patterson’s success did
not come easily, however. He
had to teach his players to
play to the best of their abilities. They responded to their
coach’s drive for success.
“Difficult challenges bring
out the best in good people,”
Patterson said.
Brian Coffey, who received
his second undergraduate
degree from Taylor in 1981,
coached alongside Patterson
from 1979-83—Patterson’s
first four years.

Billie Manor retires
BY JOE PATTON &
BETHANY HOWARD
Billie Manor, director of
the academic enrichment
center, is retiring at the end
of the semester. She joined
the Taylor community in
1973 as an assistant.
In 1976, Taylor promoted
her to director of the Academic Enrichment Center.
Since that time the center
has expanded under her
guidance. Manor created
the writing center and various other tutoring programs.
Manor said she first found
interest in helping students
understand their personal
learning styles through her

News

own daughter’s struggle
with autism. This gave her
a unique perspective on the
needs of students and the
importance of catering to
the individual.
Manor has affected many
students at Taylor through
her work. She said the Taylor student body is one of
the main reasons she has
stayed for thirty-two years.
Manor strives to exemplify a caring attitude through
the advice she offers students. Her caring attitude
is exemplified by the sage
advice she offers.
“The university has
been accountable to our
students,” Manor said.
“Those students are not a

number; they are a person
under God. Their path and
my path have crossed for a
special reason.”
Manor says the most
important relationships students can focus on are relationships with others and
with the Lord. She models
this focus in her interactions with students.
“In many universities
students are given only a
class and a textbook, and
students continue to slip
through the cracks,” Manor
said. “I get to know each
student. I get to help them
access [their education].”
See "Manor" on page 2.

Coaching with Patterson
restored Coffey’s faith in college athletics.
“I will never forget Coach
Patterson’s principles of
‘play hard, play defense and
play together’—they hold
true in all of life’s endeavors,” Coffey said. “I truly
believe that Paul Patterson is
the finest coach and leader of
young men I have ever been
around.”
Patterson also had a profound influence on the life of
Joe Coffey, Brian’s younger
brother, whose first year
playing basketball at Taylor
was Patterson’s first as well.

“[Patterson] knew exactly
where he wanted to go and
had a plan to get there,” the
younger Coffey said. “He instilled in me a confidence in
his leadership and my part in
the process.”
Because Taylor did not
have a training facility, Patterson and Coffey got up
every morning at 6 a.m. and
drove to Nautilus in Marion
to work out together.
“It was those early mornings that convinced me we
were in this together, and
there wasn’t anything I
wouldn’t try to do to help
this man accomplish what he

wanted to accomplish,” Coffey said. “I have never felt I
wasted a minute following
that man.”
Fast-forward to today,
through all of his coaching success, and it is easy
to see that Patterson is still
touching the lives of people
around him.
Tena Krause, head coach
of the women’s team at Taylor
for 17 years, said Patterson’s
dedication to Taylor and to
his profession is evident in
his presence on campus.

See "Patterson" on page 6.

TU plans larger Nussbaum
BY RANDY KAIZER
CONTRIBUTOR
After months of intensive
planning, the preliminary
blueprints are completed for
a new 140,000 square foot
science complex outfitted
with the latest technology.
Current designs have the
complex connected to the
east side of existing Nussbaum and extending toward
Route 22. Based on average
science construction costs,
the building will have a price
tag between $30 million and
$35 million.
After five years of working
on plans to rescue the science
and math departments from
the well-worn and overcrowded Nussbaum Science
Center, the university is one

step closer to construction.
A new emphasis on the
science complex came from
this summer's meetings between Taylor faculty and the
Troyer Group Architectural
Firm. In the resulting master plan for the campus, the
number one priority was a
new science complex.
A team was created under the leadership of Dr. Bill
Klinger, the associate dean
of the division of natural sciences, to coordinate the planning stage for the new building.
Last summer the departments in Nussbaum discussed their needs with Michael Somin of Earl Walls
Associates, a world class science consultant for the Troyer Group, who has designed

over 1,800 state of the art science facilities. After months
of planning, the team has
come up with a proposal for
a new science complex that
will be three times the size of
existing Nussbaum.
With preliminary research
completed this month, the
team is finalizing its plans
for presentation at the Board
of Trustees’ meeting on January 23.
If approved, the project will
be passed on to the Advancement Office for fund-raising.
Fund raising is scheduled to
take two years. Construction
for the complex would begin
in 2008 and finish 18 to 24
months later.

See "Nussbaum" on page 2.
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Counseling center prepares students
Keller shares how to help friends who struggle with eating disorders
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
NEWS EDITOR
Taylor counselor Kay
Keller hosted a counseling
center session Tuesday to explain how students can help
friends who struggle with
eating disorders.
“I think sometimes Christians struggle with eating
disorders more than nonChristians,” Keller said.
The major types of eating
disorders are anorexia, bulimia and binge eating. Keller
outlined signs and dangers
of anorexia and bulimia.
Keller explained people

with anorexia fear gaining
weight. They become preoccupied with food, exercise
and weight loss. They have
an unrealistic view of their
bodies.
Some side effects of anorexia include mood shifts,
poor self-esteem and loss of
menstrual cycles.
Bulimia nervosa is categorized by repeat episodes of
eating 2,000 to 20,000 calories
in one sitting. Various forms
of purging follow this binging. Bulimia is also a repetitive behavior to keep from
gaining weight.
Binge eating and compul-

Nussbaum Manor
from page 1

from page 1

Taylor Provost Steve Bedi
is also working on the project. He is excited about the
developments.
“It’s going to enable the
science program, which is
already good, to become
great,” he said. “We’re moving to the next level.”
The Nussbaum Science
Center was built in 1967.
It houses five academic departments: biology, chemistry, computing and systems
science, physics and mathematics.
With approximately 20
percent of the student body
majoring in science and
math, Nussbaum can no
longer handle the load. This
semester 31 science and math
classes had to be relocated to
other buildings on campus.
Not only has space become
an issue, but 40 years of wear
and tear have taken their toll
on the facility.
Although Taylor’s science
and math programs have remained strong, “we are handicapped with the
facility,” Klinger said.
Klinger is grateful for the
support the administration
and the Board of Trustees
have given to this project.
He appreciates their desire to
provide students and faculty
with the very best education
and facilities.
“The facility will help the
division achieve its vision
as a scientific community of
discovery and application,”
Klinger said.

This retirement brings
mixed feelings of sadness
and relief for Manor.
“It has been very difficult … I did not start the
grieving process until recently,” Manor said. “I’m going
to miss my classes the most.
Taylor has been so generous
to me to allow me to teach.

el. In this model, friends discuss observations in private.
Keller encouraged students to use “I” statements
to avoid condemning when
intervening.She said early
intervention is most successful.
Outside issues such as
sexual abuse, family pain,
cultural standards and perfectionism can influence students’ susceptibility to eating
disorders.
People will often become
defensive during confrontation, Keller said. However,
students must keep in mind
that eating disorders are

While she grieves the
loss of her classes, she looks
forward to the freedom of retirement. She plans to travel
around the world with her
husband. They will journey
to Savannah in the spring
and cruise through the Panama Canal in the fall.
“I still enjoy coming to
work, but there are times
and seasons for everything,”
Manor said.

Etiquette dinner
teaches manners

Photo by DJ Horton

Open mic rocks union
Seniors Zach Barker and Drew Fortson sing a self-compiled
cover medley at last night's open mic night in the union. The
event helped to raise money for Real Life through donations.

usually coping mechanisms
to deal with larger personal
problems.
“I think overall certain
emotions are less tolerated
in Christian communities,”
Keller said. “A proper Christian woman shouldn’t be angry or upset. An eating disorder is often a way to cope,
and schools like Taylor have
a lot of competition and a lot
of drive for perfection. All of
those dynamics are factors
that really contribute.”
Keller believes anorexia
and bulimia are becoming
more common in men.
“I dealt with a couple of

adult men who had bulimia
for a lot of years,” Keller said.
“But there was more shame
attached to it because it’s
considered a women’s problem and so they stayed in
hiding for years and years.”
The counseling center is
located in the bottom of Rediger Auditorium. It is open
for free, confidential, individual counseling sessions.
The center is for students
who are struggling or who
are trying to find ways to help
a struggling friend. Students
may call Keller at x85222.

sive eating are synonyms
for overeating. Conversely,
those suffering from a binge
eating disorder eat rapidly
and secretly. Eventually, they
feel out of control, guilty and
ashamed by their behavior.
Keller addressed the issue of obesity in the United
States. Although not all obese
people are compulsive overeaters, they are often stereotyped even more than those
who are handicapped.
For people who have
friends struggling with eating disorders, Keller encouraged following the Matthew
18:15-17 confrontation mod-

Seniors prepare for life in business world
BY MIA WALES
CONTRIBUTOR
Career Development
held an etiquette dinner on
Wednesday to prepare seniors for formal interviews
in the work force.
The dinner was open to
any senior who wanted to
attend. Patty Stigers, facilitator of campus ministries,
and Cathy Weatherspoon,
assistant director of career
development spoke at the
event while Leah Lyons (05’)
hosted.
Several of Taylor’s administration and staff sponsored
the dinner. Vickie Rhodes, director of the catering service,
and Jerry Nelson, director of
food services at the dining
commons, helped organize
the menu.
Taylor has hosted etiquette
dinners for several years, but
this year Career Development took the dinner to a
new level.
Students consumed a formal five-course meal. They
received hands-on instruction on how to properly dine.
They also obtained pointers
on how to dress and present themselves appropriately
during an interview.

“Etiquette contributes to
your holistic education,”
Weatherspoon said. “What
we desire to do is to serve
you … by preparing you for
the work place.”
Stigers said a person
should learn appropriate behavior.

"Etiquette is respecting each other. It is
saying to the other
person, ‘you are valuable to me.' As believers I think we are
called to treat others
the way we want to
be treated."

-Patty Stigers
“Etiquette is respecting
each other. It is saying to the
other person, ‘you are valuable to me,’” Stigers said.
“As believers I think we are
called to treat others the way
we want to be treated.”
Students learned a variety
of behaviors, such as how to
eat soup politely and the appropriate way to order in a

restaurant when a company
is picking up the tab. They
heard what employers look
for in a perspective employee’s appearance and performance.
“I felt like some [tips] were
helpful. It’s good to know the
correct way instead of guessing on how to do things,”
senior Trista Hartman said.
“It was a small group and we
were able to ask questions.
I would recommend it [because] it’s a comfortable setting, so if you mess up, it’s
no big deal.”
Stigers said knowing the
proper way to conduct yourself will put you at ease and
increase your chances of being hired.
“On an interview, knowing these rules will make you
more comfortable,” Stigers
said. “What you want to
have on an interview is confidence. You need to show
them that you can [handle
yourself].”
Seniors can attend three
more dinners scheduled for
Jan. 10, Feb. 28 and Mar. 14.
Contact Career Development
located in the student union
for more information.

Equestrian team jumps into competition
BY JOE PATTON &
BETHANY HOWARD
Taylor's equestrian team
will compete against other
regional schools tomorrow
and Sunday. The team will
hold the competition at Black
Dog Farm in Marion. The
contest will commence at 9
a.m. tomorrow.
Riders usually choose their
horses for the competition.
This time the team members
will pick a number out of a
silver bucket and use the corresponding horse.
Each rider will compete in a
series of events ranging from
flats, which is form riding,
to fences, which is jumping.
Riders are critiqued on their
poise. The judges look for
the riders to have their heels
down, keep their thumbs up
and practice proper posting
and leading of their horses.
Traditionally, each team
picks a rider to represent the
team. Depending on this rider’s performance, the team
can receive points. This helps
balance the competition be-

News

tween larger schools, such as
Purdue, which has over sixty
team members, and smaller
schools such as Taylor. Shows
usually have 150 individual
competitors.
Taylor’s 20 team members are excited about how
they will perform this year
because of their large pool
of riders. More rides give the
team more opportunities to
place.
Club president Jess Jones
said the equestrian team
makes Taylor unique.
“I have been riding since I
was nine years old, so it’s always been important to me,”
Jones said. “One of the big
things that drew me to Taylor was the fact that it had an
equestrian team.”
Vice president Kate Roselle
finds more than competition
in the club.
“Aside from competition,
though, horses are surprisingly therapeutic,“ Roselle
said. “It’s a stress release to
go out to the stable at the end
of a long day, hug a fuzzy
horse and just ride.“

The team is always looking
for more members. Jones said
a desire for fun and a love of
horses are the only requirements to join the team. She
encourages Taylor students
to attend competitions and
cheer for the team.
“It might be something
you’ll never see again,” she
said. “[An equestrian competition] is a unique experience
because you are around so
many horses. Besides, we’ll
be serving hot chocolate, and
we have the only heated barn
in our region.”
The team last competed
Nov. 19 and 20 at Purdue.
Taylor riders placed as follows:
Kate Roselle - 1st and 2nd
Jessica Jones - 2nd
Melissa Baum - 2nd and 5th
Alison Jerome - 3rd
Karin Sandstrom - 4th
Lauren Glass - 4th
Christy Wong - Honorable
Mention
Photo provided by Kate Roselle

Sophomore Kate Roselle skillfully hangs on to her horse while leaping over a jump during practice.
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Students struggle
with suicide issue
This is the first part of a two-part series in The Echo features section.
By Megan Baird
Contributor

Photo by DJ Horton

Walkway of Lights illuminates Marion
The Walkway of Lights in Marion began on Thanksgiving and will be open until New Year's Eve. Located in Matter Park, it lines the Mississinewa River and
features a variety of activities for the whole family to enjoy. The Gift Shoppe
offers hot chocolate and cappucino. Although the walk is free of charge, donations are greatly appreciated. The half-mile walkway was originally founded
in 1992 and featured 56,000 lights and displays. Today the Walkway of Lights
features 2,000,000 lights and stretches over four miles long.

Eighteen-year-old country
singer Blaine Larsen is aching for an answer: How do
you get that lonely?/ how
do you hurt that bad/ To
make you make the call/
that havin’ no life at all/ Is
better than the life that you
had?/ How do you feel so
empty/ you want to let it all
go?/ How do you get that
lonely/ and nobody know?
Suicide is a brutal act, one
seeped in hopelessness, depression and despair. It is
the second leading cause of
death among college students and the third leading
cause of death among people ages 15 to 24. Every two
hours a person in this age
group makes his final choice
– one he cannot reverse.
These victims are more
than statistics. They are
brothers, sisters, best friends,
sons and daughters. They
are students, some of them
Christians, who have lost
their vision of a hope and a
future.
Although help is often accessible, people contemplating suicide reach what seems
the point of no return.
Senior Beth Howard, describing her struggle with
depression and suicidal
thoughts, explained these
feelings of desperation.
“I felt hopeless to the point
where I thought the only
way to end my pain was to

Grant County has a mission
Rescue mission makes a difference for close to 20 years
By Christianna Luy
News Editor
Since 1986 the Grant County Rescue Mission has been
serving the homeless. The
center strives to meet physical, spiritual and psychological needs of struggling people in the community.
Currently, the mission has
dozens of services available
to the homeless and unemployed. This provides plenty
of volunteer opportunities
for students.
Key values of the mission
are to provide food, clothing
and shelter 365 days a year to
the poor, needy and homeless. In 2004 the mission provided over 50,000 meals, 300
chapel services and 13,000
nights of shelter. Roughly
50 people came to know
Christ. This spring, the mission provided approximately 5,000 meals each month.
Within the past three months

those numbers have steadily
grown to almost 7,000 meals
month.
Recently, the mission has
begun counseling and educational programs to help
bring growth, employment
and healing to the homeless
people they serve.
“Volunteers are an essential part of every program at
Grant County Rescue Mission,” Director of Development Debra Ballard said.
“We have opportunities for
individuals and groups alike
at all of our facilities. There
is a place for everyone to
give of their time to those in
need.”
Feed-the-Need is a food
collection ministry in which
churches, businesses and
schools can donate non-perishable food items. As the
winter season approaches
the mission needs warm
winter clothing, especially
coats and boots. Additional

Casa Patricia Apartments
* One or Two bedroom apartments
* On-site Laundry
* Central Air
* Range & Refrigerator furnished
Contact: Corrie Church at 998-0530
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volunteering opportunities
include serving and preparing meals, working in the
mission’s thrift stores, cleaning and general maintenance,
or any other specialized services that volunteers have to
offer.
The mission now offers free
GED classes and testing due
to a generous grant. Computer classes are also available at no charge to better
equip unemployed people
to compete in the job market.
This ministry is run strictly
by volunteers who have an
enthusiasm for service. Bible
and discipleship classes are
available as well.
The rescue mission has several live-in programs. One
such program offers a home
to men who have recently
been released from prison.
With referrals from probation officers and chaplains,
the mission is helping recently released men get back on

their feet. Presently, almost
50 men live in the shelter.
Normally people can stay
at the shelter for up to two
weeks. If people need to
stay longer they can join the
mission’s program, which
requires attending chapel,
getting involved in a work
program and taking discipleship and addiction counseling classes. The program
offers people a home for one
year.
Before Christmas the mission hopes to open a women’s shelter with spots for 20
women. Currently, the mission is praying and searching
for a single, Christian woman
with a burden for the homeless and the lost to come live
and work at the shelter.
As winter draws closer, the
mission is looking for people
of all majors interested in
serving others. Questions
can be directed to, Debra Ballard at 765-662-0988.

Vespers Service
Come and hear Dr. Habecker send off
the Lighthouse teams!

Sunday at 8 p.m. in the
Mitchell Theatre
This is your chance to encourage the
teams through prayers and support!

end my life,” Howard said.
“The urge to end my life became so strong I had to remove all of the medicine and
the knives I could use to hurt
myself from my room."
"One night I tried to borrow my friend’s car with the
idea that I might crash it,"
she said. "I also considered
hanging myself, overdosing
with medication or slitting
my wrists.”
Suicide could have claimed
Howard as a victim. Instead,
counseling and medication
helped her overcome her desire to end her life.
“I want people who have
friends struggling with depression and thoughts of suicide to realize two things,”
Howard said.
“First, please do not judge
them for their struggles, because you never know when
you could be the one struggling," she said.
"Second," she added, "the
worst thing to do is abandon
your friends when they are
feeling so alone and desperate already … Help them by
sticking by them, and when
they turn to you, set boundaries by gently turning them
toward the people who can
help them with the depression. Turn them toward the
counselors and other residence life staff, but remain
a friend to them and allow
them to spend time with
you.”
Howard’s family is fortunate she is alive today to

tell her story. Some families,
however, are left to cope with
the grief and pain of loss.
Bob Neidick, director of the
counseling center, offered
comfort.
“People need to talk about
the person they lost,” Neidick said. “They need safe
places to be angry, to cry, to
ask why. Christians, in particular, often seem to struggle with feeling pain and
hurt and we need to give
ourselves permission to feel
that same grief that Jesus felt
at Lazarus’ tomb.
"Feeling pain and confusion
means simply that we’ve lost
someone or something important," he said. "It doesn’t
mean that we’ve forgotten
that God is sovereign.”
Every life is precious to
God. Even in the darkest
hours he promises hope. If
you are struggling with depression and contemplating
suicide, do not hesitate to
ask for help.
“Contact the counseling
center, [your] hall director,
PA’s or other student leaders, professors and friends,”
Neidick said. “The important thing is to tell someone
how badly [you] are hurting
so that help can be found.
If [you] do not want to talk
with anyone on campus
[you] can call the National
Suicide Prevention Hotline
at 1-800 273-TALK.”
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12/3 Memories
Last year on Nov. 30 students were informed that Indiana Michigan Power would turn off the power in Upland
from 1 to 5 a.m. on Dec 3. During the power outage students
gathered outside to play pranks, damage property and enter
locked buildings. The chaos and vandalism of Dec. 3 resulted
in disciplinary action for several Taylor students. Now that a
year has passed, the Taylor community has mixed reactions
regarding the infamous “12/3 riots.” Students and faculty
alike have shared their thoughts on the affects and recollections left by the events of Dec. 3.
"I was inside, but a lot of
guys feel like it was blown
out of proportion. It’s a complete joke among all the students, I would say. It’s really
mocked as part of our year at
Taylor; it was just the biggest
event, and most guys just blow
it off as big joke."
-Brodie Sears, '07

"I definitely don’t think that
things were resolved. I don’t
think that the administration communicated with the
students enough about what
happened. I know I lost respect for the administration because they handed
out penalties, but then they
didn’t keep to what they said
they were going to do."
-Kristin Favazza '06
"I think that probably university administrators and faculty
overreacted to what was going
on. There needed to be some
punishment handed out, but I
think we overreacted. Articles
in the various local newspapers lead people to believe
that something far more serious was going on on this campus than was going on."
-Prof. Loy, Political Science
"I guess what I remember
most are the meetings with
the students. I remember
the Dr. Gyertson meeting with
the student body, and all the
publications in the Echo, the
comments by professors and
students, and so on, rather
than the riots themselves. I
actually was asleep during
the riots."
-Mike Assis '06
"I remember after it all happened and we were summoned to the chapel. The
president actually apologized
for all the students and I
thought that was just really
noble and humble of him,
because it was just like he
was saying, 'it’s not my fault
for guiding you correctly.' I
thought that was really awesome of him to do."
-Julie Pray '08

JOE RINGENBERG
OPINIONS EDITOR
I do not do BASSYCS. I
do not do One-on-One. I
took a long shower today,
using about a million gallons of steaming hot water. I
ate three big, delicious meals
while people are dying of
starvation all over the world.
I watched old tapes of Full
House episodes instead of
ministering to needy children. I do not evangelize
to wayward sinners on the
street. I wasted three dollars
on a pair of X-Ray goggles at
The Dollar Store that don’t

"They're all lies. No guys
climbed through girls’ windows, there was no streaking in Olson and the library
did not get trashed. So baby
Jesus was borrowed from the
nativity and there was a small
fire but there definitely wasn’t
any streaking. At least I was
wearing a ski mask."
-Goofus '11
"Satan must have had his
hand in the riots and that
keeps me up at night. I mean,
I heard they were burning
Bibles in front of Nussbaum
and that some kids defecated
on Campus Safety. I tried organizing a Prayer and Praise
for a few of the night’s offenders so they could have
a time of repentance, but no
one showed up, and my bike
got thrown in the lake. I also
heard they broke into every
building in Upland."
-Gallant '06

even work instead of donating the money to Habitat for
Humanity. The only person
I support with a check every
month is my landlord. Yet, I
do not feel guilty about it.
It seems like everywhere
I turn, someone is trying to
guilt-trip me into spending my time or money on a
noble cause. I’m guilty, they
say, for hogging my money
and not buying a goat for an
AIDS patient. I’m guilty for
never going to sister-wing
dinners. I’m guilty for driving a car when I could ride
my bike instead and save the
polar bears.
I’m sick and tired of feeling like I have some innate responsibility to every
worthy cause that pops up
around here. I value being a
part of this community, but if
I want to sit in my room with

my door closed on a Friday
night instead of making the
open-house rounds, I’m not
letting anyone down.
I am spending somewhere
in the ballpark of $100,000
over four years to (hopefully) prepare myself for the
next 50. I am at college to get
an education. If my priorities
don’t involve pick-a-dates,
Compassion International and
Sunday night Vespers, it doesn’t
mean I’m selfish.
Granted, it’s not as if we
don’t have responsibilities as
Taylor students and as Christians. As a part of this campus, it is important to care
about and show love to the
people with whom I interact.
I chose to enter this community by coming here. I ought
to take joy in the responsibilities that come with being
a part of it. In the same way,

as Christians we have a responsibility to joyfully share
a portion of that with which
God has blessed us. Sharing
this portion, however, does
not mean I am obligated to
sell my car and start an orphanage in Tibet.
Don’t feel bad for not being involved in every club,
organization or ministry that
comes your way. Don’t feel
bad for opting out of a wing
retreat. If you don’t want to
Skip-A-Meal, don’t. If a tenminute video collage of Precious Moments-eyed orphans
doesn’t compel you to donate
money you don’t have, then
don’t worry. Of course, if
you think something is a worthy cause, by all means support it. Do it, though, because
you believe in it, not because
someone is trying to make
you feel guilty if you don’t.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Feminist reflects on student's condition
BY KATE GARBER

I read Simon Yeates’s opinion article "Student reflects
on heart's condition" (Nov.11)
right before heading over to
a lecture on Feminist Theory.
(Note: I’m studying overseas
right now; this is no sly reference to a Warren English
class.) The irony of these
two events placed so close
together made me think of
writing a short commentary.
I have included only two of
my many observations.
ONE: I do hope that the
Lord makes room for Simon
to find a Mrs. Yeates before
he leaves Taylor University.
I don’t know Simon at all, so
he may have just arrived or
may be ready to graduate,
but I can imagine few places
on earth where he will find a
woman not horrified by such
remarks as the following: “As

for women, I am not sure how
you attempt to fill your hearts
with other things” or “As a
man I know I love the way
women have been made with
strong emotions, they help me
feel more” or “women’s passions and desires fuel what is
needed for a family.” If you
do not see the way these statements might offend and/or
shock, come talk to me and
I’ll fill you in on a little thing
called “feminism.”
I do not question Simon’s
motivations at all. But I know
that this sort of talk will get
him nowhere outside of TU
(and possibly a few other
pockets in the Midwest and
in eastern Pennsylvania). So
my message to the men who
felt energized by Simon’s assumptions is: “Marry quickly. Preferably a young one,
too, before she develops a

post-Taylor mind.”
TWO: Simon may have
experienced one side of the
issue, feeling that he has
not guarded his heart well
enough. However, can he
rightly conclude that the opposite extreme is a good idea?
Let us assume that “guarding
one’s heart,” as Simon implies, is the act of preventing
one’s heart from being “filled”
with those attractive students
who surround us, tempting us daily; for we then assume that God will suddenly
“make room” in our hearts
for the right one.
I hate to break apart this
paradisiacal vision – but
guarding one’s heart like
that can also lead to (a) fear
of interaction with the other
sex, (b) difficulty adjusting
when one makes a first leap
into the unknown regions of

love (i.e. your first mistaken
interpretation of God), (c) an
unhealthy obsession with not
becoming attracted to others,
(d) a sense that romantic love
is antithetical to a love of
God, and (e) a fear of reading
Joe Ringenberg’s column, as
even just his black-and-white
photograph shoves away any
thought of things eternal.
[Ed.: Oh my goodness!]
If your attraction to that
“boy in the back of Bib Lit,”
etc. is such that you cannot
also remain a multi-layered
spiritual human being – then
please do introduce me to
this man, for such a thing
should not be common.
Kate Garber will return to Upland in January. She is currently
in an active debate with the registrar, as she is seeking yet another
round of Bib Lit classes.

Giving thanks Nativity justice
BY BRITTANY HARTY

"My initial reaction, when I
think about it now, is I laugh
at it. I suppose it’s serious,
I guess, but I laughed at it
then. I kinda laugh at it now.
But I do think that’s probably
not a good idea."
-Josh Watson '08
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Guilt trip traps students

BY AMY WOOD

"Goofus & Gallant" by silly Brad Johnston
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Last Monday in our
Thanksgiving chapel, four of
our friends spoke about how
God has manifested himself in unique ways in their
lives, giving them much to be
thankful for in light of their
difficult circumstances. Their
faithfulness challenged me to
live better and love more.
But then I began to lose
sight of the God who loves
us, the God of second chances, the God whose power is
made perfect in our weakness. In a few wasted moments, the God who has
given us everything we
have to be thankful for, suddenly became the God who
values death over life. What
happened?
I have a feeling I’m not
the only one who would have
preferred to hear more reallife testimonies to the grace
of God instead of the tale of
Squanto and the first Thanksgiving. It’s great to know
where our holiday comes
from, but I’d rather honor
God for what he’s doing today. Jeff and Ruby came all
the way from Mississippi to
encourage us, and we gave
them 3 minutes to speak so
that we could hear about the
food the Pilgrims and Native
Americans ate—again?
But the worst was yet to
come.
Our friends, who
have been able to find joy
in their suffering, were disgraced with a detailed eulo-

gy on why it is better to die
than to live. It was inappropriate, especially during our
Thanksgiving chapel, to feed
us the lame Christian cure-all
that says, “The next life will
be better!” I am not debating
the existence or importance
of heaven, but I am questioning the benefit of such a
hopeless anecdote in a chapel service that was meant to
convey hope for the present.
We’re wasting too much
time talking about the afterlife and ignoring the purpose
and blessings in this life. Yes,
there is power in Jesus’ death
on the cross—but what about
his life? Are we so concerned
about his promise for the future that we disregard his
purpose for the present? Jesus hung out with people, he
loved them, and he served
them. He took care of the
poor and marginalized and
called us to be sheep instead
of goats. So why do we
preach, “Heaven will be better,” when we have a perfect
display of how to make the
most of life right now?
The life of Jesus shows us
how to live meaningful lives
and how to worship God
by serving others. But on
Thanksgiving, we raised our
cup of Kool-Aid and toasted,
“It’s better to die!”
Brittany Harty is a senior Biology major and is an avid fan of
her rockstar brother, freshman
Luke Harty.

Correction: “Show respect for veterans” [Nov. 18] should have been
attributed to Mandy Reusser, not to Andy Long.

BY CAT KELLEHER

We go through this every
fall semester. Come Christmas
time, the maintenance men
spend a few hours putting
up Taylor’s life-size “manger
people.” Every year, there is
some unspoken transaction
from the administration to the
student body to, “please not
vandalize the nativity scene.”
And yes, every year, some
section of our student body
manages to do something to
the crèche; kidnap the camelman, decorate their dormroom with a sheep or two,
amputate Mary’s right hand,
etc. Naturally, this does not
sit well with the administration, and it would seem that
the Nativity scene, in general,
might be the cause of some
tension between student and
faculty.
Now, we could just opt
to not put up our beloved
manger, but why deprive
ourselves of this wonderful
reminder of the beginning
of God’s greatest gift to us?
There are other ways, and by
other ways, I mean to say that
I have the ultimate solution.
Let’s propose a hypothetical situation: some student
decides to hijack a shepherd.
Okay, there’s the crime. Now
let’s say this “said student,”
has been caught. What next?
What’s the most effective,
most memorable order of
discipline for a student who

feels compelled to terrorize
our beloved crèche? Clearly,
it would be punishment by
humiliation.
And how would we go
about this order exactly? Any
perpetrator caught vandalizing or kidnapping any of
the “manger people” should
be ordered to do a 24-hour
stand-in for the character he
decides to trifle with. Simple
really, if our hypothetical
student kidnaps “Anonymous Shepherd 1,” he has to
dress up, and stand in place
of “Anonymous Shepherd 1”
for 24-hours while “Anonymous Shepherd 1” receives
free-counseling beneath the
chapel.
This is guaranteed to have
a lasting impression on the
hypothetical student because,
honestly, I don’t think anyone is going to forget standing for 24-hours in shepherd
couture tending and guarding the fake sheep from the
stray dogs that promenade
about campus.
Perhaps the student decides to perform unlicensed
surgery on a manger person,
then what? Same punishment, and since it has to be
in character, the hypothetical
student should do the standin missing the same limbs
that he docked off the manger person. An eye for an eye
(or in Mary’s case, a hand for
a hand). Crisis averted.

Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must be sent to echo@tayloru.edu by 3p.m.
on Wednesday and be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume, not all opinion articles received can be printed. Opinions
should be kept as concise as possible. The Echo reserves the
right to edit submissions for length and content.
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'Harvest'
comes
up cold
BY JARED BANE
A&E EDITOR

Director Harold Ramis is
best known for his classic
golf parody “Caddyshack,”
starring Chevy Chase,
Rodney Dangerfield and an
unproven comic named Bill
Murray. Ramis and Murray
went on to make many more
films together, including
“Groundhog Day.” Ramis
has occasionally ventured
into darker territory, such as
the mob comedy “Analyze
This.” Despite its subject
matter, however, that film
and its sequel were fundamentally sweet affectionate
send-ups of movie clichés.
His new film, “The Ice
Harvest,” appears to be
another good-hearted comedy in the tradition of Ramis’s
previous films. It is, in fact,
far darker than anything
Ramis has ever directed. It
has more in common with
“Reservoir Dogs” than
“Groundhog Day.”
John Cusack plays Charlie
Arglist, a lawyer for the
mafia in the unlikely location of Wichita, Kansas. As
the movie begins, he joins
forces with an associate,
Vic Cavanaugh (Billy Bob
Thornton), to steal $2 million
from Bill Geurrard (Randy
Quaid), the mob boss from
Kansas City who controls
organized crime in Wichita.
It is Christmas Eve. All
Charlie and Vic have to do
is survive the night and flee
Kansas in the morning. This
becomes more problematic
when one of Geurrard’s hit
men shows up looking for
them. To make matters worse,
Charlie must look after his
inebriated friend Pete (Oliver
Platt), who makes a scene at
a restaurant.
Platt steals every scene
in which he appears. His
performance is more reminiscent of Adam Sandler in
“Billy Madison” than any of
the strong supporting characters Platt has played in the
past.
Platt’s character is married to Charlie’s ex-wife.
Although this should cause
plenty of jealous competition between the two men,
Charlie does not believe in
regrets. He seems to pity Pete
more than he envies him.
Charlie never admits his
lack of any sort of moral
structure may be the mitigating factor in his loneliness. His teenage son hates
him. His young daughter
is beginning to doubt her
father’s love as well. In a
heartbreaking scene, Charlie
attempts to do some lastminute Christmas shopping
at a gas station, although he
has enough money to buy his
children an entire toy store.
He sneaks into his ex-wife’s
home to lovingly place the
trinkets under the tree.
Throughout the course of
the night, there are doublecrosses and triple-crosses.
One betrayal follows another. It is no wonder Charlie
distrusts humanity when
one sees the sort of company
he keeps. Ramis strives to
match the tone of other crime
comedies, especially those
based on Elmore Leonard’s
novels. “Jackie Brown,” “Out
of Sight” and “Get Shorty”
all revolved around good
people forced into desperate
situations. “The Ice Harvest”
concerns a terrible person
who keeps digging a deeper
hole for himself.
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Concerts bring cheer
BY DAVID PHILLIPS
CONTRIBUTOR
If the homework of semester-past has given you a bitter bah-humbug attitude,
Taylor’s music department
has a cure. The directors of
each group have worked
hard on various music programs since summer.
The result of their work is
a Christmas gift for the entire
community, a series of concerts before winter break.
Tonight at 7:30 p. m. in
Rediger
Auditorium,
the Chamber Orchestra,
under the direction of Dr.
Christopher Bade, will
perform “Fantastia on
‘Greensleeves’” by Vaughan
William.
Other highlights include
the music of Johann Strauss,
Jr., Mozart, Mussorgsky and
some sing-a-long carols.
“The spirit of serving God
with our talents has maximized our desire to play
great music at a high level,”
Bade said.
The second concert is host-
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Meggie Lyzenga prepares for the Chamber Orchestra's annual Christmas performance. The concert
is part of the music department's holiday concert series.

ed by the Taylor Ringers and
Bell Choir under the direction of Dr. Richard Parker.
This Sunday at 7 p. m.
the Recital Hall will resound
with music such as “Stille,
Stille, Stille,” “A Joyful Ring”
and “It Is Well with My
Soul.”

“It is exciting to share beautiful music to glorify God
and enrich the lives of those
who hear our music,” Parker
said.
Guest narrator Marylou
Habecker, harpist Katie
Lehman and the Taylor
Chorale and Sounds will

give the gift of a musical
Christmas at the “Sing Noel
Christmas Concert.”
The concert begins at 7:30
p. m. on Saturday, Dec. 10
in Rediger Auditorium. This
concert has impressed every
year since it was first held
four years ago. This year the

choral groups will take the
audience on a musical rollercoaster, performing music
from several time periods
and countries.
Since the beginning of
summer the groups have
been working to perfect each
note. They have put together
a program that covers the
entire spectrum of emotions.
“We’ll make you laugh and
cry,” Rediger said.
With help from alumni
relations, Jan Jenkinson and
her husband Roger will help
transform the auditorium,
adding fourteen Christmas
trees. A hot wassail reception
will follow the concert. The
concert is a free gift from the
Taylor Chorale and Sounds.
“These two groups have
hard work ethics. They are a
powerful group of students
committed to communicating their faith with the audiences and this is our gift
to the audience,” Jenkinson
said.

'Pride' gets new look
BSS delivers
beautiful mess
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
NEWS EDITOR

BY JARED BANE
A&E EDITOR
It has been a tumultuous
three years for Toronto’s
Broken Social Scene. The
band’s 2002 album “You
Forgot It in People” won a
Juno Award (the Canadian
equivalent of the Grammy
Awards) and made them
one of the most talkedabout bands in independent music.

guitar assault so singer
Kevin Drew strains to be
heard. “7/4 (Shorelines)”
lacks a proper chorus, but
never drags despite its sixminute length, thanks to
Justin Peroff’s manic drumming.
“Windsurfing Nation”
features the vocal talents of Leslie Feist and
Toronto-based rapper KOs. Feist began her career
with Broken Social Scene.
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For years Jane Austen’s
“Pride and Prejudice” has
been regarded as a timeless
romantic novel.
Producing a film based on
a beloved novel is a daunting task. It was even more
difficult for the new “Pride
and Prejudice” film, since
the 1995 BBC miniseries is
considered one of the best
Jane Austen adaptations
ever made.
Prior to watching the film,
I, like many others, was nervous that the movie would
not follow the book. I was
pleasantly surprised to find
this two-hour version magnificently captures the heart
and essence of Austen’s
novel.
The story begins with three
important arrivals to the
Bennett family’s village. Mr.
Bingley (Simon Woods) is a
highly eligible and wealthy
bachelor who comes to live in
a mansion near the Bennett’s
home.
Bingley brings along his
closest friend Mr. Darcy
(Matthew MacFadyen),
whose kindest glance is
a dark glower. Shortly
after Bingley’s arrival, Mr.
Bennett’s rather odd clergyman cousin, Mr. Collins,
arrives. He is intent on securing a wife for himself.
Lovely and witty Elizabeth

Bennett (Kiera Knightly) is
the second of five daughters.
Upon being introduced,
Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy
immediately decide they
moderately dislike each
other. For the majority of the
film they courteously hold
each other at arms length.
Elizabeth’s beautiful older
sister, Jane (Roasmund Pike),
is her closest confidante. She
looks for the best in everyone. Mr. Bingley and Jane
eventually take interest in
one another. They are temporarily separated, however,
by the supposedly horrid
Mr. Darcy.
Mrs. Bennett (Brenda
Blethyn) is a tactless and
foolish mother. She has no
greater goal than to see her
five daughters married.
One of the three youngest
daughters eventually runs
off with a man, bringing
shame to her family.
All this provides a plethora
of comical misunderstandings, broken hearts, sheer
embarrassments and traditional marriage proposals,
both accepted and rejected.
Of course, happy endings,
even for those undeserving,
also abound.
Director Joe Wright gracefully walks the tightrope,
bringing the timeless tale
to life in vivid and dramatic ways, while avoiding
the feeling of intrusion or

distraction. He utilizes the
world around him to add
depth and scenery to the film.
Viewers are never left in a
stark drawing room. Instead
the landscape is equally
as important as the quality of dialogue. Spectators
are invited to walk through
grand mansions, muddy
barns and breathtaking prairie fields.
This story holds a nugget of truth and enjoyment
for viewers young, old, male
and female. Austen truly
understood the essence of
humanity. Issues discussed
in “Pride and Prejudice”
still hold relevance today.
Marriage, family, careers,
self-fulfillment, money, honesty and unfounded prejudices are only a few items
brought to light.
Watching this film, I
couldn't help but notice how
Mr. Darcy answered the age
old question of "what do
women want?" Persevering
in his love for Elizabeth,
even after receiving a heartless rejection, Mr. Darcy continues to choose her.
“Pride and Prejudice” may
not have needed another
film version, but this movie
does justice to both the novel
and the literary adaptation
genre. Instead of answering
the question, “Why remake
‘Pride and Prejudice?,’” it
asks, “Why not?”

Kevin Drew sings and plays guitar and keyboard in Broken Social
Scene. The band is currently touring to support its third album.

What began as a side
project for two friends,
Kevin Drew and Brendan
Canning, now includes 17
instrumentalists and singers, not counting guest
musicians. The communal nature of the band
is the main attraction on
the new self-titled album.
Strong pop songs are buried beneath layers of noise,
studio chatter and general
chaos.
Taking inspiration from
bands such as Sonic Youth
and the Flaming Lips, the
band concerns itself more
with making a challenging, musically adventurous
record.
The first proper song on
the album, “Ibi Dreams
of Pavement,” buries the
vocals beneath a keening

However, with the breakout
success of her solo debut,
she has arguably outgrown
her role as the group’s second vocalist. K-Os only
chimes in for three or four
bars late in the song, but
makes a strong impression.
Producer David Newfeld
prefers to work with hours
of performances and overdubs in the studio, editing
them down to meandering
mini-symphonies. Drew
and Canning’s talents as
songwriters, however, seem
somewhat compromised by
Newfeld’s constant meddling.
The idea of what this
band could accomplish if it
focused the collective energy into more structured
songs makes the future
seem very bright.

Photo courtesy of Rottentomatoes.com

Elizabeth Bennett (Keira Knightley) shares a reluctant romance with Mr. Darcy (Matthew MacFadyen) in
Jane Austen's "Pride and Prejudice."
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York, Vanderberg named All-Americans
Senior runners finish 7th, 11th respectively at national championships
BY ROB KOLUCH
STAFF WRITER
Lance Vanderberg and
Lolly York have always performed well for the Trojan
men’s and women’s cross
country teams. Their latest
performances were certainly
no exception.
On Saturday Vanderberg
took 7th place overall, while
York claimed 11th place overall at the NAIA Cross Country National Championships
in Louisville, Kty. Both runners earned All-American
honors with their finishes at
the meet, the first Trojan runners to win he award since
2002.
York competed against
259 runners from around
the nation on a 5,000 meter
course. She finished with an
overall time of 17:58.3, putting her in 11th place.
York gradually worked
her way up throughout the
race, climbing to 15th by the
3,200 mark. She charged toward the finish line, moving
up the pack to 11th place during the last 50 meters of the
race to claim her finish.
"Lolly ran a great race,"
Bowers said. "She did a good
job of running her race and
not allowing the other runners or the stage to fluster
her. She was able to run her
race and stay consistent
throughout."

York made history, becoming the first Taylor woman
to earn All-American cross
country honors. She added
All American honors to the
All-MCC, All-Region VIII
and All-NCCAA honors she
has already received.
“I’m honored that Lance
and I were able to represent
Taylor the way that we did,”
York said. “It was really special because all of our coaches
and teammates came to support us. I’m proud that we
were able to accomplish this
for Taylor and for all of our
coaches and teammates.”
Vanderberg competed
against 261 runners on an
8,000 meter course. He put
forth a career performance at
the national championships,
finishing with an overall time
of 24:51.3 seconds.
“Lance did a great job of
showing patience early on,”
Men’s Head Coach Ted Bowers said. “He continued to
run his pace and stayed the
course. He gained momentum and was able to finish
strong."
Vanderberg got off to
a solid start, finishing the
first mile in 4:50. He continued to move up in the
race, finishing the second
mile in 4:55 to claim the
12th position at that point.
During the third mile, Vanderberg gained ground on
the field, passing several
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Senior Lolly York leads the pack at MCC Championships at Huntington University on Oct. 22. York placed 11th on Saturday at the
NAIA Cross Country National Championships, running the 5K in 17:58.3. York earned All-American status, becoming the first woman
in Taylor's history to receive the honor. Senior Lance Vanderberg ran the 8K 24:51.3, placing 7th in the nation.

competitors. The last two
miles led to a strong finish. Vanderberg passed one
more runner to finish in 7th
place overall. He claimed the
highest finish at the national
championships since 2001

when Kip Rop brought home
a 4th place finish. He added
NAIA All-American honors
to All-MCC, All-Region VIII,
and All-NCCAA honors.
“It was great to be able
to go out and represent Tay-

lor well and bring home a
great finish,” Vanderberg
said. “My cross country has
really defined my time at
Taylor and it was great to
finish strong. The competition was intense, but it really

Patterson

what Taylor University is all
about. The community as a
whole wants to be successful, but we want to get the
job done with good people.”
Senior guard Eric Ford
has seen just how passionate
Patterson is about the game
of basketball. Ford said that
although Patterson is a demanding coach, everything
that he does is in the best interests of his players.
“There are so many things
I have learned from [Patter-

tion of how we should strive
to things each day.”
If you ask Patterson what
his secret to success is, he
won’t tell you it is a special
drill he runs in practice or a
certain offensive set.
“I would say it’s been a
faith journey; it’s not like we
had a master plan for this,”
Patterson said. “It certainly
has required a lot of faith,
patience and support from
my family. Over the years
we’ve had outstanding as-

from page 1
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Senior guard Eric Ford tries to drive around a Marian College
defender on Tuesday, during the Trojans 57-48 win to open
their conference schedule. Ford was named tournament MVP of
the Tri-State Classic, the tournament that produced Patterson's
600th victory. The senior scored 29 points in the historic win.

BY TREVOR KIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

ANDREW NEEL
Week 13 is upon us and the
playoff picture is starting to take
shape. I, for one, love the wildcard races in the NFL every year.
It usually seems like the division
winners wrap things up ahead of
time, and it's three or four teams
fighting for those last two spots.
This year will be no exception.
WITH

Atlanta at Carolina
Michael Vick has become a pocket passer. What’s going on with
that? Are the critics finally getting
to him? Or is it the SI features
about his little brother's success?
Whatever the case, both of these
teams are fighting for a wildcard
berth. This should be a fun game
to watch and could be a playoff
preview.
Pick: Panthers 20, Falcons 17
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
This one is a tough call. Pittsburgh seems to have problems
unless Big Ben's under center.
Their low point being the 16-13
loss to Baltimore in week 11.
Clearly they’re better off keeping
players like Charlie Batch and
Tommy Maddox off the field. In
fact, they are better off staying
at home. By the way, isn’t it time
for Jerome Bettis’ annual touchdown pass? It’ll happen sooner
or later.
Pick: Bengals 24, Steelers 17
Dallas at NY Giants
A couple of ESPN writers named
Eli Manning the best quarterback
in the NFC today. I’m not sure
where that came from. Eli has
only completed 52 percent of his
passes this year – not exactly

Sports

“best quarterback” material.
That aside, this game should be
another good one, but the Giants
are hard to beat at the Meadowlands.
Pick: Giants 31, Cowboys 28
Green Bay at Chicago
The only thing I’ll say is this:
Brett Favre loves playing in Chicago. For some reason he dominates at Soldier Field. However,
I’ve actually found myself pulling
for the Bears the last few weeks;
they are a great story. There isn’t
anything to hate about Chicago
anymore – it’s all on Minnesota
now. Chicago wins a tight one.
Pick: Bears 10, Packers 7
Houston at Baltimore
What can you even say about
this game? I suppose I could talk
about the race for Reggie Bush.
It’s really the only thing the
Texans are winning these days.
Unless he simply self-implodes,
Bush appears to be the consensus number one at the draft
next spring. Here are the current
standings: HOU (1-10), SF (2-9),
NYJ (2-9), GB (2-9).
Pick: Texans 16, Ravens 13
Jacksonville at Cleveland
Byron Leftwich is done for the
year, hurting his team’s chances
at a playoff berth. One week
ago, the Jags were pegged as
the team to knock off the undefeated Colts. Not anymore. The
Browns still need a lot of work,
but I feel like there are good
things to come with Crennell at
the helm.
Pick: Jags 24, Browns 10
Minnesota at Detroit
Detroit looked awful on Thanksgiving, leading to the departure of
Steve Mariucci. The problem is, I
don’t think what is happening in

“What makes [Patterson]
so successful is his passion
for the game,” Krause said.
“He expects a great deal of
effort, hard work and commitment from every person
in his program, and the players have responded to him in
a very positive way. Basketball at Taylor University is
Coach Patterson.”
Patterson has led Taylor
to a 74-26 record over the
past three seasons, and the
Trojans are off to an 8-1 start
this season.
Senior guard R.J. Beucler
has played under Patterson
since 2002. Beucler said Patterson has the ability to get
players and coaches to buy
into a system, which allows
the coach to get the most out
of his players.
“After many years of being around Coach Patterson
and learning from him, he
has helped me to appreciate
being a teammate and part
of a team to a much greater
extent,” Beucler said. “Something that coach always says,
year in and year out, is that
he is ‘trying to build a championship team with championship people.’ I think this
statement alone portrays
Detroit is his fault. Although the
Lions' management have spent
their last three draft picks on decent young wide receivers, they
still have no one to get the ball
to these guys. They needed help
on defense, but they decided to
draft a bunch of average wide receivers. Explain to me again how
this is Mooch’s fault?
Pick: Vikings 20, Lions 14
Tampa Bay at New Orleans
I’m going to take a quick break
from football for a minute. What
the heck is going on with the
New Orleans / Okla. City Hornets? What guy in Okla. City felt
so insecure that he needed his
city added on the end of an already pathetic team’s name? Furthermore, what is with the slash?
Couldn’t they see the precedent
set by the Los Angeles Angels
of Anaheim owners and throw
an “of” in there? But here’s the
best part. the cities are in two
different states. What rule was
changed to allow this to happen?
Shouldn’t all teams have this luxury? Can you picture the Broncos
deciding they want to play a few
of their home games in Honolulu once the weather got cold?
I know they can’t play in the Big
Easy right now, but the Saints
didn't changing their name to
the New Orleans / San Antonio
Saints.
Pick: Bucs 31, Saints 16
Tennessee at Indianapolis
I don’t understand all the sports
writers who think that the Colts
won’t go undefeated. I’m sorry,
but when I watch this team
come out of the huddle I never
have any doubt that whatever
play they run will succeed. Can
you say that about any other

What makes [Patterson] so successful is his passion for the game ... Basketball at Taylor University is Coach Patterson."
- Tena Krause, Head Women's Basketball Coach
son], not only about basketball, but about how to be a
better person and Christian
in life as well,” Ford said.
“He knows how to teach the
game of basketball and put
players in a position to succeed; he believes if you work
hard then winning will take
care of itself, and I believe
this 100 percent.”
Chad Tapp, one of Patterson’s current assistant coaches, played under Patterson
for one season and coached
with him for two.
“[Patterson’s] not just
teaching basketball, he’s
teaching life,” Tapp said.
“He is a visual representateam? We’re talking about one
of the greatest QB/RB/WR trios
in the history of the game. The
has a very competent defense
this year and could rank among
the best ever. They still need a
ring though.
Pick: Colts 45, Titans 17
Denver at Kansas City
This should be a good one. A
couple top-notch running games
will go head-to-head in KC. I still
think that the Broncos are the
second-best team in football.
The Thanksgiving revival of Ron
Dayne was a pleasant surprise.
On a side note, I would have
liked to have seen Dallas get a
chance in overtime. I’m starting
to despise the NFL’s suddendeath rule.
Pick: Broncos 31, Chiefs 21
Seattle at Philadelphia
This should be a fun game to
watch Monday night, provided
TU doesn’t have a random MNF
power outage again. Shaun Alexander is of the NFL’s most dominating players and is looking to
top 2,000 yards and 25 TDs this
year. Still, the Seahawks aren’t
making a move to sign this free
agent to-be.
Pick: Seahawks 31, Eagles 23
Arizona at San Francisco
Pick: 49ers 24, Cardinals 17
Washington at St. Louis
Pick: Rams 23, Redskins 14
Oakland at San Diego
Pick: Chargers 35, Raiders 21
Buffalo at Miami
Pick: Dolphins 17, Bills 10
New York Jets at New England

Pick: Patriots 17, Jets 6
Week 11: 10-6
Last Week: 15-1
Season: 119-57

sistant coaches - guys who
believed in this process like
I did - who saw this as a life
informing process, a spiritual journey. [They saw] who
we were and who we could
become.”
As Patterson continues
his journey of faith at Taylor
University, he will undoubtedly continue to impact the
lives of everyone around
him.
“I’ve learned I have very
little control, but I have to
trust in the Lord, walk in
Him and keep trying to do
the right thing,” Patterson
said.

awesome for Lolly and I to be
able to go out and perform so
well. There were a lot of talented runners, and it was an
honor for us to finish the way
that we did.”

#22 M. Basketball
(8-1, 1-0)

W, 70-43 Indiana Tech
W, 71-57 Tri-State
W, 66-54 Purdue Calumet
L, 64-80 #5 Cedarville
W, 57-48 Marian
This week:
Dec. 3
vs. Huntington
Dec. 7
at Bethel

#24 W. Basketball
(5-5, 0-1)

W, 78-54 IL-Springfield
W, 78-65 McKendree
L, 79-83 Indiana Tech
W, 85-71 Robert Morris
W, 84-68 St. Francis
L, 85-88 Marian
This week:
Dec. 3
at Huntington
Radio: WTUR 89.7FM
Dec. 7
vs. Bethel
Radio: WTUR 89.7FM

Brooke named All-Region

Photo By Amy Wood

Jeff Brooke, a senior from Wheaton, Ill., was selected to the
All-Region VIII team. Brooke scored six goals and had five
assists this season. Brooke was also named to the All-MCC
First Team. Three other Trojan players were named to the
All-MCC second team: sophomore Nathan Miller, freshman
Nathan Toldt and freshman Jon Hughes. Junior Amanda
Harsy was named to the MCC All-Conference team.

